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Moreover as an Adverb

Definitions of "Moreover" as an adverb

According to the Oxford Dictionary of English, “moreover” as an adverb can have the
following definitions:

As a further matter; besides.
In addition.

Synonyms of "Moreover" as an adverb (10 Words)

additionally Used to introduce a new fact or argument.
Brokers finance themselves additionally by short term borrowing.

also In addition; too.
A brilliant linguist he was also interested in botany.

as well To the same degree (often followed by `as.

besides Making an additional point; anyway.
I don t want to go to a restaurant besides we can t afford it.

furthermore
In addition.
Computer chess games are getting cheaper all the time
furthermore their quality is improving.

in addition To or toward the inside of.

https://www.oxfordreference.com/view/10.1093/acref/9780199571123.001.0001/acref-9780199571123
https://grammartop.com/besides-synonyms
https://grammartop.com/furthermore-synonyms
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more
Forming the comparative of adjectives and adverbs especially those
of more than one syllable.
For them enthusiasm is more important than talent.

over and above that Over the entire area.

too
To a higher degree than is desirable, permissible, or possible;
excessively.
She is a grown woman and a strong one too.

what's more Comparative of much; to a greater degree or extent.

Usage Examples of "Moreover" as an adverb

The cellar was dark; moreover, mice nested there.
Moreover, statistics show that competition for places is growing.

Associations of "Moreover" (30 Words)

addition
The arithmetic operation of summing; calculating the sum of two or
more numbers.
The addition of cinnamon improved the flavor.

additionally As an extra factor or circumstance.
Additionally 50 hours of practical experience will be necessary.

advance Pay in advance.
At that time the most advanced outpost was still east of the Rockies.

also In addition; too.
Also a car is very expensive to run.

another Any of various alternatives; some other.
Put it off to another or some other day.

anyhow
Used to indicate that a statement explains or supports a previous
statement.
Two suitcases flung anyhow.

anyway In any way whatsoever.
Anyway there is another factor to consider.

besides In addition.
I don t want to go to a restaurant besides we can t afford it.

etcetera Continuing in the same way.
His report was full of etceteras.

https://grammartop.com/too-synonyms
https://grammartop.com/anyhow-synonyms
https://grammartop.com/anyway-synonyms
https://grammartop.com/besides-synonyms
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except Take exception to.
Five classes of advertisement are excepted from control.

exclude Lack or fail to include.
The unruly student was excluded from the game.

extra Excessive or extravagant.
Need extra help.

far Remote in time.
A far trek.

forth From a particular thing or place or position forth is obsolete.
From that time forth.

further In addition or furthermore.
They are further along in their research than we expected.

furthermore
In addition.
Computer chess games are getting cheaper all the time furthermore
their quality is improving.

increasingly Advancing in amount or intensity.
She became increasingly depressed.

instead On the contrary.
He didn t call rather or instead he wrote her a letter.

likewise In like or similar manner- Samuel Johnson.
I stuck out my tongue and Frankie did likewise.

maybe By chance.
Maybe I won t go back.

more
Forming the comparative of adjectives and adverbs especially those of
more than one syllable.
More than a gallon.

over
A sequence of six balls bowled by a bowler from one end of the pitch
after which another bowler takes over from the other end.
The affair is over ended finished.

probably Easy to believe on the basis of available evidence.
He is probably out of the country.

really
Used as intensifiers real is sometimes used informally for really rattling
is informal.
They re not really my aunt and uncle.

similarly In like or similar manner- Samuel Johnson.
He was similarly affected.

superabundance A quantity that is more than what is appropriate.

https://grammartop.com/far-synonyms
https://grammartop.com/further-synonyms
https://grammartop.com/furthermore-synonyms
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https://grammartop.com/likewise-synonyms
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too
To a higher degree than is desirable, permissible, or possible;
excessively.
She is a grown woman and a strong one too.

undue Not appropriate or proper (or even legal) in the circumstances.
I didn t want to show undue excitement.

whatever At all; of any kind (used for emphasis.
Give me whatever peaches you don t want.

wherever In or to whatever place (emphasizing a lack of restriction.
Meet me wherever you like.

https://grammartop.com/too-synonyms
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